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       I'm screwed up, mixed up, messed around, dive-bombing, crashing and
burning. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

Brookfield High School. How may I direct your call? No, sir, this is not a
waste- disposal unit, I'm afraid you have the wrong number. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

It's a vicious cycle. It's like a washing machine with the lid jammed
down. -Christina Kratovac (pg 53) 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

I am a student of love. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

My father, I never knew, except for this one time when he threw a ball
and told me to go fetch it. "Dad," I said. "Am I a dog?" "Lydia," he said.
"I apologize. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

and if we can change things that have already happened if those
planes can fly in uneasy formation if that splinter moon can blow away
the shadows then anything, anything at all. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

Her skin is pale as watermelon sucked free of its juices. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

You're making me nervous by being so weird. But your weirdness is
what I like about you. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

Well, first you have to be very, very funny. I have realized that it is
essential for a boy to be funny. Otherwise, what is the point in a boy? 
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What does it mean?" Emily said, in a low, panicked voice: "What does it
mean if a rainbow comes before rain? 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

You do know the answers to most of your problems. Somewhere deep
inside, you know. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

I hope you feel better today. Please ring me at work if you are dead. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

It's a lot easier to be crazy or mad than to just get on with living. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

P.P.S. AND YOU CAN TALK. "Just say the word." JUST SAY THE
WORD? What kind of expression is that? WHAT WORD WOULD YOU
LIKE ME TO SAY ANYWAY? MORON? Letter from Emily to Charles. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty

Emily: YOU CAN'T SPEAK AND TYPE AT THE SAME TIME, BINDY!
Bindy: Watch me. 
~Jaclyn Moriarty
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